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Connecting to Another PC with Remote Assistance  
lem over the 
ifficult for an 
 information, 
dware drivers 
 you can’t see 

error messages or informational dialog boxes, so you have to rely on the user to read this 
 problem and 
e daunting.  

e other hand, 
 support tool 
fessional and 

er the Internet 
es away, you 

s the user demonstrates the problem and take control of the screen to make 
repairs quickly and accurately. You can investigate Control Panel settings, run diagnostic 
too . Repairs that 
mig  few minutes 
usin

XP Terminal 
lthough this is 

Remote Desktop feature, Remote Assistance 
tance session, 
 establish the 
a PC running 
nections can 

only be enabled on Windows XP Professional.  

Remote Assistance is designed for informal, peer-to-peer use by Windows users without 
an extensive technical background. Although the user interface hides most of its 
complexities, a basic understanding of how Remote Assistance connections work can 
help you make reliable connections without compromising the security of either 
computer.  

 

 

 

If you’ve ever tried to help a novice user troubleshoot a Windows prob
phone, you know how frustrating the entire process can be. It’s usually d
inexperienced user to accurately communicate detailed configuration
especially if the problem involves technically challenging areas such as har
or network protocols. Because you’re not looking over the user’s shoulder,

crucial information back to you. Even when you successfully pin down the
find a solution, you have to walk the user through a repair process that can b

And if the registry needs editing…well, good luck. With Windows XP, on th
you can eliminate most of those headaches using a new (and very cool)
called Remote Assistance. This feature, available in both Windows XP Pro
Home Edition, lets you open a direct connection between two machines ov
or over a local area network. Even if you’re hundreds or thousands of mil
can watch a

ls, install updates, and even edit the registry of the problem-plagued PC
ht have taken hours the old-fashioned way can be accomplished in a
g this tool.  

Note:  Behind the scenes, Remote Assistance uses Windows 
Services to share a desktop and other resources between two PCs. A
the same underlying code used in the 
is fundamentally different in two ways. First, in a Remote Assis
both users must be present at their respective PCs and must agree to
connection. Second, you can use Remote Assistance to connect to 
Windows XP Home Edition, whereas incoming Remote Desktop con
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How Remote Assistance Works  
the expert. To 
st have active 

er can be blocked by 
firewalls. Creating a complete Remote Assistance session is a three-step process:  

ng Windows 

t displays the 

hange messages 
k with objects 
on option.  

 an RA ticket. 
ts extension is 
of a Remote 

senger to manage the connection, 
request via e-
he expert has 

stance session.  

onnection between two computers using 
involved must 

 Assistance connection and you’re using 
s pointing to the 

correct IP address. If you received the invitation via e-mail, save the 
.  

k at the RCTICKET field, which follows this format:  

tion_info 

f the novice’s 
nnection info 

A Remote Assistance connection is relatively easy when both parties have public IP 
addresses provided by an Internet service provider. In that scenario, the computers 
connect directly, sending and receiving data on TCP port 3389. Routers along the Internet 
connection between the two computers are able to recognize the addresses of the two 
computers and send the respective packets to their correct destination. Internet 
Connection Firewall in Windows XP automatically opens this port when you request a 
Remote Assistance connection.  

The two parties in a Remote Assistance session are called the novice and 
use Remote Assistance, both parties must be using Windows XP, both mu
Internet connections or be on the same local area network, and neith

1. The novice sends a Remote Assistance invitation, typically usi
Messenger or e-mail.  

2. The expert accepts the invitation, opening a terminal window tha
desktop of the novice’s machine.  

3. The expert can view the desktop in a read-only window and exc
with the novice using text or voice chat. Before the expert can wor
on the remote PC, the novice must enable the Allow Expert Interacti

At the heart of each Remote Assistance connection is a small text file called
(More formally, its type is Microsoft Remote Assistance Incident and i
.msrcincident.) This file uses XML fields to define the parameters 
Assistance connection. When you use Windows Mes
the RA ticket is never visible. When a novice sends a Remote Assistance 
mail, however, the RA ticket rides along as an attachment to the message. T
to double-click this file to launch the Remote Assi

Remote Assistance works by creating a direct c
the TCP/IP protocol. For this connection to be successful, both computers 
be able to communicate using their respective IP addresses.  

Double-clicking an RA ticket results in an error message.  

If you’re experiencing problems with a Remote
an RA ticket file (not Windows Messenger), make sure the ticket file i

rcBuddy.MsRcIncident file and open it using Notepad or another text editor

Loo

RCTICKET="65538,1,ip_address:3389;machine_name:3389,encrypted_connec

Check the ip address value to be certain it points to the current IP address o
machine and, if necessary, edit it. But don’t tamper with the encrypted co
data.  
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Remote Assistance connections are also straightforward and typically trou
private network such as a workgroup in a home or small office. In th
mach

ble-free on a 
at case, each 

ine can communicate directly with the other without having to pass through any 
routers.  

tip - Use a VPN if possible 

is to establish 
 pass through 

eliminates the need to create possible security holes by opening 
specific ports. For more information, see "Connecting to a Virtual Private 

 IP addresses 
te Assistance 
e on private 
rdware-based 
lic IP address 

municate with the Internet and the private IP addresses on the local 
ce connection 

wil  acquired the 
priv

Sharing (ICS) 
 IP addresses 

s for Remote 
Assistance traffic on TCP port 5001 and forwards it to port 3389, allowing the 
co er in question 
is  ends of the 
connection are using any combination of public IP addresses and private 

rk perfectly.  

server running 
e will not work 

 source of the 
nnection will 
nP) standard. 
P, although a 

ay. If both 
nP compatible, it is not 

possible to complete a Remote Assistance connection. If only one computer is 
using a private IP address whose source is a hardware router or residential 
gateway that is not UPnP compatible, making a successful connection is often 
possible, although it requires jumping through some hoops. In this configuration, 
your best bet is to use Windows Messenger to create the Remote Assistance 
connection. The novice initiates the connection to the expert on a random port; the 
expert then uses this port to initiate a connection back to the novice.  

 
On a corporate network, the preferred way to work around firewalls 
a virtual private network (VPN) connection. This allows all traffic to
the firewall and 

Network.”, page 1018. 

What happens if one or both sides of the connection are using private
assigned through Network Address Translation (NAT)? That’s when Remo
gets complicated. Because these addresses are reserved for exclusive us
networks, they cannot be routed over the Internet. Instead, a software or ha
NAT device handles the grunt work of passing data between the single pub
it uses to com
network. How it performs that job determines whether the Remote Assistan

l succeed or fail. The exact outcome depends on how the computer
ate IP address:  

• Internet Connection Sharing. When you use Internet Connection 
from Windows XP or Windows Me, the ICS server hands out private
to all other computers on the network. The ICS server listen

nnection to succeed on its end, regardless of whether the comput
playing the role of novice or expert. If computers on both

addresses supplied by ICS, the Remote Assistance session should wo

note If your network includes an Internet Connection Sharing 
Windows 98 Second Edition or Windows 2000, Remote Assistanc
properly.  

• UPnP-compatible hardware router or residential gateway. If the
private IP address is a hardware router or residential gateway, the co
be successful if the router supports the Universal Plug and Play (UP
Most routers manufactured in 2001 or earlier do not support UPn
firmware upgrade may add this capability.  

• Non-UPnP-compatible hardware router or residential gatew
computers are behind NAT devices that are not UP
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The trickiest connection of all involves a novice who is behind a non-UPnP
such as a router or residential gateway on a cable or DSL connection, and 
or unwilling to use Windows Messenger. In that case, you may be able to m
Assistance connection work by editing the RA ticket file. Find the addres
device (the public IP address it uses to 

 NAT device, 
who is unable 
ake a Remote 
s of the NAT 

connect to the Internet) and the private address of 
the novice’s computer; then follow these steps:  

89. Traffic on 
 complete the 

ssistance connection. On the popular Linksys router product family, for 
n the router’s 

ce invitation, 
other convenient location. This ticket file 

t to an expert 
 his computer 

d, adding the 
s. For instance, 
.255 and your 

private address is 192.168.1.105 and your machine name is Groucho, this field 

05:3389; 
ction info  

5. Send the RA ticket file to the expert. When he or she double-clicks this file, the 
information you added will allow it to work its way over the Internet to your NAT 
device and then into your computer on port 3389.  

 

 

provider pose 
it via e-mail, 

Remote Assistance embeds the current IP address in that invitation. If you 
lose the dial-up connection and have to reconnect, the ISP will almost 
certainly assign a new IP address, rendering the invitation unusable. At 
that point, you have two options: Cancel the invitation and issue a new 
one, or use a text editor to change the existing invitation so that it points to 
the newly assigned IP address. To discover the new IP address, enter the 
ipconfig command at a command prompt.  

 

 

1. On the NAT device attached to the novice’s network, open port 33
this port must be able to reach the novice machine before it can
Remote A
example, you accomplish this goal by using the Forwarding option i
Control Panel.  

2. Open the Help And Support Center and create a Remote Assistan
saving it as a file on your desktop or an
includes a pointer to your private IP address; if you send this ticke
who is not on the same private network as you, it will fail because
will not be able to find a route to your IP address.  

3. Open Notepad or another text editor and edit the RCTICKET fiel
external IP address of the NAT device before the internal IP addres

ddress of 24.100.255if your NAT device uses an external IP a

should read as follows (the added information is shown in bold):  
4. RCTICKET="65538,1,24.100.255.255:3389;192.168.1.1
 groucho:3389,encrypted conne

tip - Watch for disconnected dial-up connections 
 
Dynamic IP addresses assigned by a dial-up Internet service 
special problems. When you create an invitation and send 
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Sending a Remote Assistance Invitation  
re a Remote 
e page, click 
You can also 

 menu.) Click 
ssistance pane, shown in Figure 4-6, offers 

ssenger, a list 
e a name and 
ough a .NET 

no need to provide a separate password for this request. The 
click a link to 

 else send an 
asiest option. 
received and 
tails without 
And Support 
g Tools, Ask 

 the phone. The person 
requesting assistance can advise the expert to be on the lookout for an e-mail 
request, negotiate a mutually agreeable time, provide the expert with the Remote 
Assistance password, and give a general description of the problem. After making 
contact via telephone, send the Remote Assistance request via e-mail.  

 

By default, Windows XP requires that a user request assistance befo
Assistance connection is made. From the Help And Support Center hom
Invite A Friend To Connect To Your Computer With Remote Assistance. (
reach this page from the Remote Assistance shortcut on the All Programs
InviteSomeone To Help You. The Remote A
three methods to send an invitation for assistance.  

• Windows Messenger. If you’re currently signed on to Windows Me
of available contacts appears in the Remote Assistance pane. Choos
click Invite This Person. Because each user is authenticated thr
Passport, there’s 
expert sees the request directly in the Messenger window and can 
launch the connection.  

If you need to send a Remote Assistance invitation (or help someone
invitation to you), Windows Messenger is by far the quickest and e
You get immediate confirmation that the invitation has been 
accepted, and the Messenger window handles the connection de
requiring any file attachments. Skip the extra steps in the Help 
Center, and send the invitation directly from Messenger by choosin
For Remote Assistance. The next best option? Pick up

 

Figure 4-6. Choose any of these three methods to send an invitation for Remote 
Assistance.  
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• E-mail. To send an invitation via e-mail, enter an e-mail address
Address Book icon to select a name from the Windows Address Bo
Invite This Person. You can enter the text you want to appear in th
message, as shown here, and then click Continue to set an exp

 or click the 
ok; then click 
e body of the 

iration time and 
password. Click the Send Invitation button when you’ve filled in all the details. 

 

• Save Invitation as a File (Advanced). This option is for use when another 
connection type is impossible or impractical. As with the e-mail option, you can 
define a g the file locally, you’re 
responsi ypically by attaching it to 
an e-mail message or saving it on a floppy disk or a shared network location.  

 

See screen shot on following page 

n expiration time and password. After savin
ble for transferring it to the remote assistant, t
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ission, a two-
ne is used for 

t; the pane on the right displays the novice’s desktop, as shown in Figure 4-7.  

As the expert, you’ll use the toolbar at the top of the Remote Assistance window, shown 
here, to take control of the remote desktop, send a file, or disconnect when the session is 

at is slightly 

Working in a Remote Assistance Session  
After the expert launches the connection request and the novice grants perm
pane Remote Assistance window opens on the expert’s machine. The left pa
text cha

complete. (The novice has similar options available on a toolbar whose form
different.)  

 

For obvious security reasons, clicking the Take Control button sends a request to the 
novice, who ally begin working with the 
remote deskt ility to control the session by 
tapping the Esc key, or you can click the Release Control button on the Remote 
Assistance toolbar.  

 

See screen shot on following page 

 has to grant permission before you can actu
op. At any time, the novice can cut off your ab
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Figure 4-7. Use the two tabs in the top right corner of this window to switch between 
zoomed and actual views of the remote desktop.  
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Regardless of your expert credentials, your actions in a Remote Assistanc
governed by the privileges assigned to the novice user’s account. When co
machine belonging to a user with a limited account, for instance, you migh
edit the registry or make necessary configura

e session are 
nnecting to a 
t be unable to 

tion changes unless you can supply an 
administrator’s password (using the Run As dialog box).  

ith a different user’s 
e "Running a Program as Another User." Page 169. 

lly dangerous, 
ith a system 

configuration. In a worst-case scenario, someone could trick an unsuspecting novice into 
 application or gain access 

to sensitive files.  

Fou

me on Remote Assistance invitations sent via e-mail. A 
the invitation 
ecify enough 
 ticket file is 

te Assistance invitations. Because e-mail is 
fundamentally insecure, never send a Remote Assistance invitation without 
password-protecting it first. This option is selected by default when you create an 
invitation. Communicate the password by telephone or in a separate e-mail 
message; don’t include it with the RA ticket.  

For more details about running an application or utility w
account privileges, se

Maintaining Security  
Remote Assistance is a powerful tool. In the wrong hands, it’s also potentia
because it allows a remote user to install software and tamper w

allowing access to his or her machine, and then plant a Trojan

r essential security precautions can slam the door on security breaches:  

• Set a short expiration ti
time of 1 hour should be sufficient for most requests. (Note that 
must be accepted within the specified time; you don’t need to sp
time to complete the Remote Assistance session.) An expired RA
worthless to a potential hacker.  

• Assign a strong password to Remo
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• Manually expire invitations when they’re no longer needed. To do
Remote Assistance page in the Help And Support Center and the
View Invitation Status link. The resulting window shows all re
invitati

 so, open the 
n choose the 
cently issued 

ons and allows you to resend, delete, or change the expiration date of an 
invitation.  

 

• Disable Remote Assistance on any machine where its possible
outweighed by potential security risks. To completely disable Remo
on a given machine, open

 benefits are 
te Assistance 

 System in Control Panel, click the Remote tab, and then 
clear the Allow Remote Assistance Invitations To Be Sent From This Computer 

e capabilities 
the Advanced 
puter To Be 

 invitation. If 
ed to create a 
on create an 

tion and save it as a file. From the novice’s machine, open the Help And Support 
Center, select the Save Invitation As A File option, and specify the maximum expiration 
time of 99 days. Store the invitation in a convenient place on your system, and use it each 
time you get a call for help. Note that this option will not work if the novice has a dial-up 
Internet account whose IP address changes with each new connection; it’s most effective 
when the novice has a cable modem or other always-on connection with a fixed IP 
address. 

 

 

 

check box. If that step is too drastic, you can limit Remote Assistanc
so that an expert cannot take control of the remote machine. Click 
button on the Remote tab and then clear the Allow This Com
Controlled Remotely check box.  

In some cases, you may want to create a long-term Remote Assistance
you’re the expert for a friend or family member, for instance, there’s no ne
new invitation each time the novice gets stuck. Instead, have that pers
invita
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mance  
p connection. 
e this sort of 

gh. You can 
 Remote Assistance performance over a dial-up link by observing these 

ible: Reduce 
tion to 800x600 and use only as many colors as is absolutely 

r and other 

ts, and avoid 
s that contain complex graphics unless absolutely necessary.  

• Close any unnecessary applications on the novice machine.  
• Don’t move the mouse on the novice machine, if possible, when the expert is in 

control of the screen.  

 

Improving Remote Assistance Perfor
You might shudder at the thought of accessing another desktop over a dial-u
Surprisingly, the performance can be quite usable. You wouldn’t want to us
connection for everyday work, but for troubleshooting, it’s good enou
maximize
precautions:  

• Try to connect at 56 Kbps, if possible.  
• Reduce the visual complexity of the novice machine as much as poss

the display resolu
necessary. (Remote Assistance automatically disables wallpape
nonessential graphics.)  

• Turn off desktop animations and other sophisticated visual effec
opening window
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